
Hi folks, 
 
This week we will be starting to use Seesaw, it was great to see so many of you log on and say 
hello over the past few days.  Over the coming weeks hopefully we will all become experts at 
using it and sharing our hard work from home.  Below I’ve outlined your work for this week. 
With the Bank Holiday today its a nice short week!! As always try and complete the core 
subjects Irish, English & Maths everyday but don’t worry if you miss out on something anyday. 
You can upload a selection of the work completed throughout the week.  I will also upload 
activities on Seesaw during the week but don’t feel under any pressure to complete all. I have 
changed the settings on Seesaw so that myself and Ms Whelan are the only ones who will see 
your work.  I can be contacted on principal.courtnacuddyns@gmail.com if your parents have 
any queries. 
 
Continue to keep safe and look forward to seeing your work on Seesaw during the week.  
 
Mr Gallagher 
 
 

Tuesday 

English:  Similes (as strong as an ox, as white as a ghost etc) 
               Create a list of 10 similes that you have read in a book or heard in a film 
 
               Illustrate your favourite one for me. 
 
               Spellings: Wk 29  Activities A & B 
                Put 5 of the spellings into sentences. 
 
Gaeilge: Leigh sa Bhaile Lch 99 
 
               Litriú: Fuaimeanna agus Focail  Wk 29  Activities A & B 
                Put 3 of the spellings into sentences 
 
Maths:   Mental Maths Week 29- Tuesday 
               Patterns: Complete the following 7,14,21,28,... 
                                                                   66,60,54,48, ….. 
                                                                    95,85,75,65,...... 
                                                                   90,78,66,54,..... 
                                                                   6,17,28,39,...... 
                                                                    2.5,4.0, 5.5, 7.0, …. 
                                                                   4.7, 5.8, 6.9, 8.0, ….. 
               Create 3 patterns of your own, share on Seesaw and I’ll try to solve!! 
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Wednesday 

English: Read at Home Pg 99 
 
               Cloze Procedure on Seesaw 
 
               Spellings: Wk 29  Activities C,D & E 
                Put 5 of the spellings into sentences. 
 
Gaeilge:  Leigh sa Bhaile Lch 100 
 
                 Litriú: Fuaimeanna agus Focail  Wk 29  Activities C,D & E 
                Put 3 of the spellings into sentences 
 
Maths:  Mental Maths Week 29- Wednesday 
 
              Daily Rigour Problem Solving activity on Seesaw 
 
 
Art:    Starbursts 
           Remember its 2 large dots and 7 small ones.  Each small dot gets connected to  
           both the large dots.  The large dots are NOT connected. 
           Colour in each segment 
  
 
 

 
 

Thursday 

English: Narrative Writing 
 

Narrative Writing Frame  

Title: 

Orientation:  Who, what where, when 

                       Character description 

                       Setting 

Complication: What was the problem? 

Series of Events: What happened next. 3 or 4 events 



Resolution: How was the problem solved? 

Visual Literacy 

Use the above template to plan and write a piece of Narrative writing.  Remember all fiction 
books are Narrative as are most of the films we watch. 

Spellings Week 29: Activities F & G 

 

Maths:   Mental Maths Week 29- Thursday 

              BOMDAS Rules - Complete the following  

             Remember when there are no brackets always do multiplication and division first 

             12-6+3=                  18-9+4=                      42-(13+18)=           57-29+15= 

              56/8 -1 =                 7 x 6 +4=                    9-4x2=                  78-6x9= 

               More problems will be uploaded to Seesaw 

 

Gaeilge: Fuaimeanna agus Focail Wk 29 Activities F & G 

               Put 3 of the spellings into sentences 

 
 

Friday 

Spellings:  Spellbound  Finish all activities and test 
                  Fuaimeanna agus Focail   Finish all activities and test 
                (Share your test results on Seesaw- no    cheating!!!) 
 
Maths:   Mental Maths Friday Review Week 29 
 
 
English:  Cloze Procedure (on Seesaw) 
 
                Read at Home Pg 100 
 
SESE:  Build your name in 3D and share with me on Seesaw. 
           Be as Creative as you want, Lego, books, tyres, stones etc 

 


